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MASON SCIENCE COMMUNITY

Online talks at National Academy of Sciences

- "Search and Track of Tidal Currents" by Tim DelSole
- "The Life of a Komodo Dragon" by Monique Van Hoek

RESEARCH & DISCOVERY

Leading the fight against Lyme disease

- "Lyme disease: Leading the fight against this tick-borne illness" by John Hollis
- "Alessandra Luchini: On their research" by Sarah Newey and Jordan Kelly-Linden

IN THE NEWS

At the Crossroads of Science and Society

- "A look beyond the headlines: What we learned from the election results" by Dean Fernando R. Miralles-Wilhelm

Events
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  - "What are we learning from the election results?"
  - "A few reflections on the morning after Election Day…and the path forward.
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